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Abstract—Nowadays more and more urban residents are aware of the importance of the air quality to their health, especially who are living in the large cities that are seriously threatened by air pollution. Meanwhile, being limited by the sparse sense nodes, the air quality information is very coarse in resolution, which brings urgent demands for high-resolution air quality data acquisition. In this paper, we refer the real-time and fine-gained air quality data in city-scale by employing the crowdsource automobiles as well as their built-in sensors, which significantly improves the sensing system’s feasibility and practicability. The main idea of this work is motivated by that the air component concentration within a vehicle is very similar to that of its nearby environment when the vehicle’s windows are open, given the fact that the air will exchange between the inside and outside of the vehicle though the opening window. Therefore, this paper firstly develops an intelligent algorithm to detect vehicular air exchange state, then extracts the concentration of pollutant in the condition that the concentration trend is convergent after opening the windows, finally, the sensed convergent value is denoted as the equivalent air quality level of the surrounding environment. Based on our IoT cloud platform, real-time air quality data streams from all over the city are collected and analyzed in our data center, and then a fine-gained city level air quality map can be exhibited elaborately. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments crowdsourcing 500 floating vehicles are conducted in Beijing city for three months to ubiquitously sample the air quality data. Evaluations of the algorithm’s performance in comparison with the ground truth indicate the proposed system is practical for collecting air quality data in urban environments.

Index Terms—CrowdSource Sensing, Vehicle Networking, Air Quality, Air Exchange State, Urban Environments

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many industrial and daily activities generate huge air pollutants, especially in metropolitan cities of the developing countries, such as China and India. In these cities, air quality of the urban environment (e.g. the concentration of PM2.5) has seriously degraded people’s work and life [1]. For example, Beijing, capital city of China, has to release red alarm of air pollution and stop nearly all of the public outdoor activities several times per year. Moreover, World Health Organization (WHO) reveals the fact that only in 2012, 875 thousand people died of air pollution, which contributes to 12.5% of all the death, indicating that the air pollution is now the largest single environmental health risk [2]. Meanwhile, air quality problem has attracted considerable amount of attentions from all over the world, and how to monitor air quality, discover outburst pollution event, estimate dispersion pattern and finally propose appropriate pollutions control methods are becoming hot research topics [3-6]. In order to study the air quality of an urban environment, the first step is to densely sample air components in each corner all over the city. The existing method of monitoring air quality, in most countries, is through the usage of static air pollution monitoring stations. These reference stations can provide highly accurate measurements from a limited number of specially selected sites, which should be representative of different types of locations [7]. Since these types reference stations are expensive, large and power hungry, so its number is very limited, e.g. only 23 stations are built in the whole Beijing city, whose area size is up to 50*50 km². In other words, in Beijing, each station should cover an average area of 113km², which makes the collected data sparse and must be interpolated with dedicated values [8]. Most of the work on urban environment air quality sensing fall into two categories: fixed station sampling and mobile network collecting [9]. Because the node number is limited, fixed station-based methods need to employ the interpolated results of the physical-chemistry process of raw data [8]. While mobile network collection schemes utilize sensors attached on mobile devices to collect data with geographic diversity. For example, OpenSense, a project run by EPFL and ETH in Zurich, aims to investigate mobile sensing technologies to monitor air pollution, however, only 10 buses equipped with air quality sensors are employed by this project to collect the air data around the city [10]. Therefore, no matter the solution based on fixed station or the mobile network based solutions, being limited by the cost of adding hardware, the number of sensor node is insufficient which leads a coarse resolution in spatial and temporal space. Moreover, there are lots of stochastic air pollution events around city, such as construction site, burst fire, traffic accidents and chemical leakage, which are valuable resources, but are not covered by the current sampling system.

High-resolution air quality data of urban environment is critical for city management, but how to collect air quality data in any place and at any time with a relatively low cost is still an unresolved problem [11]. Zheng [8] points out participatory sensing [12-14] may be potential solution to solve this problem in the future, if every person can carry a gas-sensor-equipped smart phone to probe the air quality around them [15]. Although this approach is feasible for some gasses like CO2, it is not practical for other air pollutants like PM2.5 and TVOC so far, as the devices for sensing such kinds of air pollutants are heavy [16]. In this work, we fill this critical gap by presenting CrowdsourceSense, a crowdsource-
with the capability of sensing urban air quality ubiquitously and pervasively. The main contribution of this work is propose and implement the idea of using the opening window state (time slot) and existing built-in air sensors to capture outer air quality and finally achieving the aim of sampling data at any time and in any place.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our system architecture, including the App, the sensors in the front-end and the IT system in the back-end. Section 3 illustrates the algorithm of how to sample data. Section 4 explains real data experimental results, and Section 5 gives a conclusion and points out some future research directions.

II. CROWDSOURCESENSE OVERVIEW

Figure 3 provides an overview of the system architecture of CrowdsourceSense. As illustrated, CrowdsourceSense consists of three principle components: a mobile App, an air quality sensing device and a cloud-based Internet of Things (IoT) platform [20]. The mobile App is the user interface for visualizing data and displaying interaction buttons. The air quality sensing device, namely the existing air sensors in vehicle, is used for quantifying the concentration of air components. The IoT platform is the management system of data stream, including IoT gateway, data management, context map, administration console, and real-time monitor and analytics engine. In detail, IoT gateway provides the capabilities of collecting streaming data from the mobile App, supporting batch data transmission and enabling the notification push from the platform to the users’ mobile App. Data management module is responsible of managing all data transmitted to cloud. Context map is in charge of visualizing the aggregated data sources on the map, including traffic, weather, city level air quality data, road structure attributes, etc. Real-time monitor and analytics engine provides the streaming data processing, statistic and machine learning models to discover the user’s air pollution footprints, profile and benchmark, as well as the air quality correlation patterns with contextual factors, such as traffic or weather [21]-[22].

In summary, this platform collects data from the sensor, mobile app and other data sources, such as weather, traffic and map for all kind of analytics demand, and is regarded as the tool for idea verification.

III. ALGORITHM DESIGN

Fig. 1. Illustration of the air exchange between inside and outside vehicle when windows are open.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the air quality convergent value within vehicle and the quality of nearby outside environment.
In order to sample air quality data anytime and anywhere, the key point is to detect the vehicular air exchange state (e.g. window open or closed), and then regard the pollutants concentration in vehicle as the local urban environment’s value at the condition that there are air exchange between inside and outside vehicle, and the value of pollution concentration in vehicle is stable. Here, we define a vehicle is in open state if one or more of its windows are open and no matter how many inches each window is open. Although few new type of vehicles have the window state sensor and open the access to read it though on board diagnostic (OBD), however, most of the existing vehicles have no such configuration, moreover, this new function is impossible to be mature in near few years because the longer research and develop period in automobile industry, therefore, it is necessary to develop an intelligent detection algorithm to obtain air exchange state information. An overview of the proposed CrowdsourceSense is shown in Figure 4, where “out-loop” means air circulation through pulling outside air into a car’s cabin (namely air outside mode), while “in-loop” represents air replacement by recirculating air already in the closed cabin environment (namely air inside mode). In our scheme, the first step is to separate one segment from another, then recognize each segment’s air exchange state, finally, extract outside air quality from the estimated status of window open or window closed with air conditioner is in out-circulation mode, because only these two states’ air quality can be close to local outside environment’s.

### A. Air Quality Signature vs. Air Exchange State

Most of the air pollution components in vehicle fall into two categories: generated in-vehicle and generated outside-vehicle. Pollution components generated in vehicle, for example, total volatile organic compound (TVOC), are produced by the inner ornaments, leather and perfume et al. Alternatively, air pollutants created by contaminations outside vehicle can circulate into vehicle through air exchange. Since there are pollutions exchange between inside and outside vehicle environment, as shown in Figure 1, the states, including window open, window closed, window closed with air conditioner in-loop and window closed with air conditioner out-loop, with the capability of inducing or hindering air circulation in vehicle, can significantly affect the concentration value of all contaminations.

There are more than ten kinds of pollution components in air environments, among which PM2.5 and TVOC are the two most concerned air pollutants. Moreover, PM2.5 and humidity, respectively, have strong correlation relationship with states change of window and air conditioner, while they are also insensitive to other interferences factors, for example speed. Therefore, this work employs PM2.5 and humidity to segment the state change of window and air conditioner, then estimates the concentration value of PM2.5 and TVOC of local environment based on the states with air exchange between inside and outside vehicle.

Figure 5 illustrates the change signatures of PM2.5 and humidity in four different states: window open, window closed, window closed with air conditioner in-loop mode, and window closed with air conditioner in-out-loop mode. We conclude the following observations from each subfigure:

#### a. Window Open State (WO): PM2.5 concentration increases when a window is open, because the PM2.5 pollution source is from outside vehicle and it will circulate into vehicle though the open window.

#### b. Window Close State (WC): PM2.5 will decrease in most cases, which is opposite to the previous WO state.

#### c. Window Closed With Air Conditioner In-Loop State (WCAI): humidity decreases significantly since the air conditioner with the function of removing moisture from within the vehicle. At the same time, PM2.5 will decrease, similar with WC status.

#### d. Window Closed With Air Conditioner Out-Loop State (WCAO): Similar with the WCAI, the humidity of this state will decrease. The PM2.5 value is uncertain and depends on vehicle usage, air conditioner configuration and traffic congestion.

### B. Window State Segmentation

After observing the change trend of the sample data in Figure 2, we know that the turning points of PM2.5 sequence and humidity sequence indicate the states change of the window and air conditioner, so this phenomenon can be further utilized to separate one state from another. Specifically, on one hand, both the state changes of window and air conditioner will stimulate strong response of PM2.5, while only air conditioner can stimulate humidity varying regularly. On the other hand, the response of humidity to air conditioner is more significant than PM2.5.
sensitive and accurate than PM2.5, so the analysis of state change based on humidity is more accurate than PM2.5. Therefore, it is reasonable to detect state change though combining the values of PM2.5 and humidity. The reason why TVOC and temperature are not used for segmentation is that they are easy be disturbed by interferences, for example, TVOC will be affected by speed variation while temperature will be contaminated by illumination.

In order to control cost, mobile devices usually adopt consumer-grade air quality sensors, whose resolution is coarse besides performance is unstable, thus results with noisy data. Undoubtedly, the interferences will strongly degrade the accuracy of the segmentation process. Exponential smoothing (ES) is commonly applied to smoothen data, acting as low-pass filters to remove high frequency noise [20]. In ES filtering, the raw data sequence is often represented by $x_t$ beginning at time $t = 0$, and the output of the exponential smoothing algorithm is commonly written as $s_t$, which may be regarded as a best estimate of what the next value of $x$ will be. When the sequence of observations begins at time $t = 0$, the simplest form of exponential smoothing is given by the Equation (1), where $\alpha$ is the smoothing factor, and $0 < \alpha < 1$.

$$
\begin{align*}
S_0 &= x_0 \\
S_t &= \alpha x_t + (1-\alpha)S_{t-1}, \quad t > 0
\end{align*}
$$

Moreover, it is easy to ensemble multiple ES filters to deal with signals having different signal-noise ratio. Therefore, in this paper, ES filter is first adopted to preprocess air quality data to remove the burst interferences introduced by the sensor instability. In our experiment, ES filter with 3-order is configured for PM2.5 preprocessing while only 2-order is for humidity since the data quality of humidity is a little better than PM2.5.

Based on the signatures observed in Figure 5, we define the separation criteria as follows:

a) Change trend of a curve (PM2.5 or Humidity) reverses;
b) Cumulative change rate exceeds a threshold obtained from training dataset;

Once one of the above conditions occurs, a segmentation decision is made, the detailed workflow of state segment process is presented in Algorithm 1. If the interval of two adjacent segments is too short, we merge them into one, and use the middle time as the time of segmentation. A detailed visualization of the ES filtering and segmentation is shown in Figure 6.

$$
\text{Feature} = \{\text{preFeature, curFeature}\} \tag{2}
$$
$$
\text{preFeature} = \{\alpha_{PM},\alpha_{TVOC},\alpha_{Humi},\alpha_{Temp}\} \tag{3}
$$

C. Feature Extraction

There are few existing datasets at project initial stage, so the deep learning networks which have the characteristic of blind feature are not feasible for this case. In order to recognize the state of each segment, the corresponding feature needs to be extracted. Since the previous state will influence the feature of the current state, (e.g., the PM2.5 will decrease when current state is WC, however, the PM2.5 will increase if the current state is WC and its precious state is WCAO, which is opposite to most situations), therefore, the extracted feature should have the capability of describing the signatures of both current and previous states. Here, the information of two sequential states are employed for recognition, specifically, the endpoints of previous state and all data points of the current state are used for feature extraction. The reason why only the endpoints of previous segment are employed for feature extraction rather than all data points, is that the storage of all data points consumes too much memory. The illustration of data employed for feature extraction is shown in Figure 7. The specific feature types employed in our experiment and their corresponding physical meanings are listed in Table I. Finally, the feature vector, consisting of both the previous segment and current segment information are input into the classifier.

![Fig. 6. The illustration of segmentation.](image)
curFeature = \{PM_{2.5}\_\text{rate1}, PM_{2.5}\_\text{rate2}, \text{Humi}\_\text{rate1}, \ldots, \text{CorrTVOC}\_\text{Humi}\} \quad (4)

Fig. 9. Illustration of sensors in experimental vehicle

D. State Classification

The air quality in vehicle is influenced by variant environmental factors, such as weather, traffic, windows and air conditioner switch status, and vehicular air conditioner filter maintenance status (new or worn), which induces complexity and nonlinear on feature. Therefore, rule-based classifiers or other light-weight classifiers cannot deal with it. In this paper, the random forest algorithm is employed to classify the air circulation states. Random forests (also known as random decision forests) is an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and other tasks, that operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training stage and outputting the class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression) of the individual trees [21]. Random decision forests correct decision trees' habit of over-fitting to their training set.

In order to improve the classification accuracy, a hierarchical classification strategy with two random forests models is employed for air circulation state recognition which overcomes the confusion of feature space between WC and WCAI, WO and WCAO. The diagram of the classification model is shown in Figure 8.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Experimental studies were performed on all urban districts around Beijing city, China, to demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of our CrowdsourceSense system. Specifically, there are 500 crowdsourcing vehicles employed for data collection and each vehicle is equipped with an air quality sensing device (as shown in Figure 9), a mobile application, and a supporting Cloud-based IoT platform. The whole experiment lasts three months, and runs over 1.3 million kilometers trajectories, which corresponds to around 2.41 driving hours per day per driver. While the data being collected, each vehicle is operated by at least two persons, one is responsible for driving and the other takes charge of recording air circulation state and its corresponding time stamp. In order to evaluate the performance of the air circulation state recognition algorithm, half of the datasets are used for training and the other half for testing. The testing results are detailed as table II.

In table II, each row denotes the actual air circulation state and each column represents the results recognized by CrowdsourceSense. According to table II, we know that the states with air conditioner on (WCAI and WCAO) outperform the

Fig. 9. Illustration of sensors in experimental vehicle

Fig. 10. Illustration of regarding air quality in-vehicle as urban environment.
states with air conditioner off, benefiting from the aids of humidity feature. Additionally, respectively, the results of the states with air conditioner off, benefiting from the aids of humidity feature. Additionally, respectively, the results of the states with window close (WC and WCAI) are better than those of window open (WO and WCAO) respectively, since the number of inches a window opens can fluctuate the change rate of air components, so the features of window close state are more stable.

After recognizing air circulation states, we employ the following strategies to collect urban environment air quality data:

a) Regard the in-vehicle air quality as urban environment’s measured value in the condition that vehicular window is open as well as the concentration trend is stable, as Figure 10 shows.

b) For the similar signatures between WC and WCAO, replace WC with WCAO to execute the strategy a) for the regions where the number of WC segment is few.

Table I. Feature list and the corresponding physical meanings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous Segment</td>
<td>alpha_PMC_5</td>
<td>slope = PM2.5 value of previous segment / PM2.5 value of current segment</td>
<td>Slope of PM2.5 of previous segment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alpha_TVOC_1</td>
<td>slope = TVOC end value - TVOC initial value / segment time interval</td>
<td>Slope of TVOC of previous segment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alpha_Humi_1</td>
<td>slope = Humidity end value - Humidity initial value / segment time interval</td>
<td>Slope of humidity of previous segment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alpha_Temp_1</td>
<td>slope = Temperature end value - Temperature initial value / segment time interval</td>
<td>Slope of temperature of previous segment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Segment</td>
<td>pm2.5_rate1</td>
<td>pm2.5 rate1 = ( \frac{\text{duration}}{\text{segment}} )</td>
<td>Accumulation of variation rate of PM2.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pm2.5_rate2</td>
<td>pm2.5 rate2 = ( \frac{\text{duration}}{\text{segment}} )</td>
<td>Accumulation of variation rate of PM2.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>humi_rate1</td>
<td>humi rate1 = ( \frac{\text{humidity variation}}{\text{segment time interval}} )</td>
<td>Accumulation of variation rate of humidity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tvoc_rate1</td>
<td>tvoc rate1 = ( \frac{\text{tvoc variation}}{\text{segment time interval}} )</td>
<td>Accumulation of variation rate of TVOC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tvoc_rate2</td>
<td>tvoc rate2 = ( \frac{\text{tvoc variation}}{\text{segment time interval}} )</td>
<td>Accumulation of variation rate of TVOC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>speed_rate1</td>
<td>speed rate1 = ( \frac{\text{speed variation}}{\text{segment time interval}} )</td>
<td>Accumulation of variation rate of speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean_pm2.5</td>
<td>Mean pm2.5 = ( \frac{\text{pm2.5 sum}}{\text{segment length}} )</td>
<td>Mean value of PM2.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corr_PM25_Speed</td>
<td>Corr_PM25_Speed = Correlation(PM25, Speed)</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient between PM2.5 and Speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corr_TVOC_Speed</td>
<td>Corr_TVOC_Speed = Correlation(TVOC, Speed)</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient between TVOC and Speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corr_TVOC_Humi</td>
<td>Corr_TVOC_Humi = Correlation(TVOC, Humi)</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient between TVOC and humidity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11 shows the graphic interface of datasets collection, which not only illustrates the location distribution of the floating vehicles, but also reports each vehicle’s real-time air circulation state and the obtained air quality concentration. In this figure, the color of crowdsourcing vehicle icon represents the pollution level. A legend showing the real-time air data and air exchange state will appear when clicking on the vehicular icon. Since the distribution of the crowdsourcing vehicles cannot cover all areas of a city, the interpolation operations are necessary for getting all positions’ air quality values. This paper employ the method proposed by Zheng [8] to deal with it. To verify the validity of our sample method, we regard the data reported by government public stations as the ground truth to evaluate the performances of CrowdsourceSense. Using this approach, the obtained air quality of the air station locating in central area of Beijing and the corresponding ground truth are compared. Here, we define the location whose position within the fifth ring of Beijing as downtown, and those outside of the fifth ring of Beijing as suburb. According to the experiment, we find that the estimated results of downtown are higher than the ground truth while that of suburb is lower than that the ground truth, which can be explained by that traffic in downtown is more congestion and generates more particle matter than suburb. We also find that the estimated values of our proposed method are higher than that of public monitoring station. This is because the altitude of public air monitoring station is higher than those sensors attached in moving vehicle and the higher the altitude, the less

Table II Confusion matrix of the air circulation state recognition of CrowdsourceSense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>WO</th>
<th>WCAI</th>
<th>WCAO</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>22642</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>23175</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCAI</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>32909</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCAO</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>23157</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After recognizing air circulation states, we employ the following strategies to collect urban environment air quality data:

a) Regard the in-vehicle air quality as urban environment’s measured value in the condition that vehicular window is open as well as the concentration trend is stable, as Figure 10 shows.

b) For the similar signatures between WC and WCAO, replace WC with WCAO to execute the strategy a) for the regions where the number of WC segment is few.
dust are produced. Although there are differences between the estimated results and the ground truth, specifically, an average bias value of 3.64% is achieved and 4.2% bias is concluded from all datasets, nevertheless, the bias is within an acceptable threshold (5% required by funder), so the bias result convincingly demonstrates that the CrowdsourceSense has the ability to sample urban environment air quality.

V. DISCUSSION ON POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS AND WEAKNESS

The evaluation results verify that CrowdsourceSense is a promising data collection technology for urban computing since it is a fundamental function demanded by lots of applications. In this section, we discuss its potential applications and possible future work.

![CrowdsourceSense interface for data sampling](image)

**A. Build high-resolution dynamic air quality map**

Nowadays, government only releases the air quality of a few sites, as mentioned before, in Beijing, only 23 monitoring stations are available to public, which means the residents in every 113km² area are sharing the same reference value. Therefore, the resolution of the current air quality information is coarse and needs improvement. By employing CrowdsourceSense to collect data, with the assistance of some advanced interpolation method, a real-time and high-resolution air quality map is available to the public. Based on this, not only local government can improve city management level, such as discovering pollution leakage event, optimizing energy conservation and emissions reduction, the city residents can also prevent respiratory disease through avoiding entering pollution area or adding protection measures in a timely manner.

**B. Refine air dispersion physical model**

The simulation, based on air dispersion physical model, is usually adopted to predict the air quality. However, the physical model is derived from pure theory, or even some simple superposition of several transdisciplinary formulas. Additionally, because of the lacking of real data, current physical model has not been clearly verified whether it is accurate or not. Fortunately, with the help of CrowdsourceSense, we can obtain both the air quality data of each grid in the monitoring area and the correlation relationship among environment, population and transport, which are the input and output for the verification of air dispersion model. Therefore, we think the CrowdsourceSense is a practical platform to verify all kinds of air dispersion models.

**C. Estimate vehicle air circulation maintenance state**

As known to all, air conditioner filter has the capability of cleaning air quality because it can remove the dust, bacteria and other particles from the incoming air. As time goes by, the air filter will accumulate more and more dirty matters, and finally lose its function of cleaning. Currently, drivers replace new air conditioner filter empirically, e.g. by replacing a new air conditioner filter every three months or every few thousands of mileage, which is not optimized since the decision is not related to the air quality. With the CrowdsourceSense, drivers can clearly know the real-time air values, the comparison results between himself/herself and other drivers as well as the ranking of his/her air quality in the whole city [22]. Based on the comprehensive information, drivers can make the filter replacement decision timely and accurately. Additionally, employing the big data obtained by CrowdsourceSense, auto manufacturer can further mine user behavior about air circulation, track air purify performance of current vehicle types and even aid the design process of the next generation automobile.

There are also a few limitations in CrowdsourceSense analytics algorithm. First, if there are no WO segments, this paper directly regard WCAO as WO to collect air data without considering the air quality deviation between WCAO and WO, which may bring some bias to the final results. Therefore, a revised model relating to position altitude and air filter maintenance status needs to be explored in near future. Second, current classifier is fully tested in only four cities in China (Beijing, Shijiazhuang, Zhengzhou and Chengdu), the former three are all seriously polluted places and the feature differences between window close and window open are significant, the last one Chengdu city is slightly polluted and with trivial difference between inside and outside vehicle. How about the distances among inter-classes of cities locating in developed countries that has excellent air quality? Can it be correctly recognized? More interesting results may be revealed if CrowdsourceSense are tested in more diverse environments.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, from the perspective of collecting data ubiquitously, we propose a crowdsource-based urban air quality sensing system, which leverages the ubiquitous automobiles and their inside air quality sensors to collect data in fine-grained spatial and temporal resolution. Our solution has the capability of sampling air quality data in any place and at any time, and thus empower a data source for lots of urban computing applications, filling the critical gap between urban computing demands and the current situation of insufficient data source. Experiments involving 500 crowdourcing vehicles for three months are conducted to evaluate the performance of CrowdsourceSense. Our results reveal that the proposed system can achieve 92.4% accuracy in window status recognition and less than 9% bias for estimating the air quality in Beijing. In near future, we plan to further improve the accuracy of the estimated air quality concentration by modifying the bias between the WC and WCAO, and explore more potential applications of the collected data for urban computing.
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